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Bertie's sister has chickenpox and Bertie thinks that if he can catch it he will not have to go to school and admit he did not do his
homework--and that is just the first problem that Bertie faces in this trio of stories.
Explore the magical world of Moominvalley in this essential handbook for Moomin fans of all ages – filled with fun facts and
fascinating stories about the Moomins and their friends. Based on the acclaimed animated TV series Moominvalley, this guide is
packed full of stunning colour illustrations closely based on Tove Jansson’s classic paintings and drawings. Visit the Moomins in
their round blue Moominhouse, take a tour of Moominvalley and join in on their astonishing adventures. Welcome to
Moominvalley: The Handbook will tell you everything you need to know about the Moomins' history, their personalities, their quirks
and their passions. Comprehensive and authoritative, this guide also explains the values that have made the Moomins so wellloved: their kindness and tolerance, their love of adventure, and their fondness for having fun.
From award-winning illustrator David Roberts comes Dirty Bertie - the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits! With comic chaos
and madcap schemes, these highly illustrated stories are perfect for new readers. Join Bertie as he has a brush with some angry
bees, deals with his warring grannies on a trip to the park and tries to smuggle Whiffer into a very smart hotel. David Roberts is the
illustrator of many picture books and fiction titles, including Julian Clary's THE BOLDS, SUFFRAGETTE: THE BATTLE FOR
EQUALITY, Julia Donaldson's JACK AND THE FLUMFLUM TREEand IGGY PECK, ARCHITECT. With over 30 titles in the hugely
popular DIRTY BERTIE series, each book contains three short stories perfect for fans of HORRID HENRY, DOG MAN and
Pamela Butchart.
Here are three terribly funny stories-"Burp," "Stinky!," and "Obedience School" - featuring the world's grubbiest trouble magnet,
Dirty Bertie.
Calling all Dirty Bertiefans! Dirty Bertie – the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits – is back for another helping of comic chaos!
With ever-increasing madcap schemes and crazy capers, Bertie continues to delight his legions of fans who revel in his revolting
ways. Join Bertie in Aliens!his 26th adventure, as he prepares for an alien invasion, has a go at bird watching and tries to improve
his school report!Dirty Bertieis a hugely popular series created by award-winning illustrator, David Roberts (Tyrannosaurus Drip,
The Wind in the Willows, The Troll, Eddie Dickens Trilogy). With each hilarious story approximately thirty pages long and split into
chapters with illustrations on nearly every spread, Dirty Bertieis ideal for confident readers to enjoy by themselves, or for sharing
with your child.
Calling all Dirty Bertie fans! Dirty Bertie – the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits – is back for another helping of comic
chaos! With ever-increasing madcap schemes and crazy capers, Bertie continues to delight his legions of fans who revel in his
revolting ways. Join Bertie in Jackpot!, his 25th adventure, as he wins the lottery (or thinks he does), cooks up a storm in the
kitchen and finds himself face-to-face with a demon dolly! Dirty Bertie is a hugely popular series created by award-winning
illustrator, David Roberts (Tyrannosaurus Drip, The Wind in the Willows, The Troll, Eddie Dickens Trilogy). With each hilarious
story approximately thirty pages long and split into chapters with illustrations on nearly every spread, Dirty Bertie is ideal for
confident readers to enjoy by themselves, or for sharing with your child.
Dirty Bertie is the world's grubbiest trouble magnet. He's a boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits! He's full to bursting with
madcap plans and crazy ideas, and if it's trouble you're after, look no further-Bertie's sure to be up to his neck in it!
Dinosaurs Alive! A monster book that is over-flowing with facts and perfect for any dinosaur obsessed child. Enter a prehistoric
world and discover weird and wonderful facts about soaring beasts, scary sea monsters and ferocious flesh-eaters! With giant foldout pages full of dinosaur facts and dinosaur data, close-ups and explanations of how dinosaur history was uncovered, this
fantastic book is jam-packed with information for young dinosaur fans.

Calling all Dirty Bertie fans! Dirty Bertie – the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits – is back for another helping of
comic chaos! With ever-increasing madcap schemes and crazy capers, Bertie continues to delight his legions of fans
who revel in his revolting ways. In Horror! join Bertie as he sneaks into a scary film, meets a bad-tempered guard dog on
his paper round and ruins a priceless work of art on a school trip! Dirty Bertie is a hugely popular series created by awardwinning illustrator, David Roberts (Tyrannosaurus Drip, The Wind in the Willows, The Troll, Eddie Dickens Trilogy). With
each hilarious story approximately thirty pages long and split into chapters with illustrations on nearly every spread, Dirty
Bertie is ideal for confident readers to enjoy by themselves, or for sharing with your child.
Dirty Bertie the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits is back for another helping of comic chaos! Join Bertie as he
takes Angela Nicely on a dinosaur hunt, bites off more than he can chew at the Easter fair and gets into an alarming
situation pet-sitting next door's cat.
Calling all Dirty Bertiefans! Dirty Bertie – the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits – is back for another helping of
comic chaos! With ever-increasing madcap schemes and crazy capers, Bertie continues to delight his legions of fans
who revel in his revolting ways. Join Bertie as he finds fame in front of the cameras, gets into a spot of bother on a fishing
trip and becomes a modern-day Robin Hood. Dirty Bertieis a hugely popular series created by award-winning illustrator,
David Roberts (Tyrannosaurus Drip, The Wind in the Willows, The Troll, Eddie Dickens Trilogy). With each hilarious story
approximately thirty pages long and split into chapters with illustrations on nearly every spread, Dirty Bertieis ideal for
confident readers to enjoy by themselves, or for sharing with your child.
A compilation of jokes which are favourites of the fictional character, Dirty Bertie.
A brilliantly funny new series from Dirty Bertie author, Alan MacDonald, featuring a pig on a bike, a Poopomatic, and a
talking dog! Meet Oscar. He's no ordinary dog . . . Sam has wanted a dog for AGES, so when Oscar turns up on this
doorstep he can't believe his luck. And when he finds out that Oscar's secret he can't believe his ears! Oscar thinks
humans are silly and rather badly trained - but when the freedom of the town's dogs is under threat, Oscar's about to
discover that a dog's best friend is his boy. Alan MacDonald is the author of many books for children, including the
bestselling Dirty Bertie series, which he worked on with award-winning illustrator David Roberts. His series Troll Trouble
(Bloomsbury) has been optioned for film by Twentieth Century Fox, and Alan has also published picture book The Prince
of Pants (Scholastic) with the illustrator Sarah McIntyre. When not busy with books, Alan writes for children's TV series
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such as Horrid Henry, The Tweenies, Boo! and Fimbles. Sarah Horne has illustrated many hilarious children's books,
including Llama United by Scott Allen (Pan Macmillan) the Fizzlebert Stump series by A.F. Harrold (Bloomsbury), the
Guinea Pigs Online series by Amanda Swift and Jennifer Grey (Quercus) and Michael Rosen's Laugh Out Loud Joke
Book (Scholastic). Sarah grew up in Derbyshire and now lives in London.
Sharply observant, laugh-out-loud funny comics from The Believer cartoonist and New York Times illustrator My Dirty
Dumb Eyes is the highly anticipated debut collection from award-winning cartoonist Lisa Hanawalt. In a few short years,
Hanawalt has made a name for herself: her intricately detailed, absurdly funny comics have appeared in venues as wide
and varied as The Hairpin, VanityFair.com, Lucky Peach, Saveur, The New York Times, and The Believer. My Dirty
Dumb Eyes intermingles drawings, paintings, single-panel gag jokes, funny lists, and anthropomorphized animals, all in
the service of satirical, startlingly observant commentary on pop culture, contemporary society, and human
idiosyncrasies. Her wild sense of humor contrasts strikingly with the carefully rendered lines and flawless draftsmanship
that are Hanawalt trademarks. Whether she’s revealing the secret lives of celebrity chefs or explaining that what dogs
really want is a tennis-ball bride, My Dirty Dumb Eyes will have readers rolling in the aisles, as Hanawalt’s insights into
human (and animal) behavior startle and delight time and again.
Dirty Bertie has his own fun-packed book of activities, chock full of entertaining stuff to do. All created by the Master of
Muck himself, from "join-the-nit" puzzles to creepy crawly crosswords, this book is guaranteed to keep children quiet for
hours ... apart from all the giggling! Contents include puzzles, word searches, word mazes, spot the differences, odd one
outs, crosswords, revolting matching activities, revolting recipes, colouring, quizzes, things to make and do, Bertie's
hilarious "Top Tens" and more!
Dirty Bertie the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits is back for another helping of comic chaos! Join Bertie as he
takes a reluctant trip to the dentist, tries to keep his cool on the hottest day of the year and causes a mid-air emergency
whilst flying with a very nervous Dad!
Dirty Bertie - the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits - is back for another helping of comic chaos! Join Bertie as he struggles to escape
from the clutches of Angela Nicely, looks after the elderly class hamster, ends up with a star solo trumpet performance, even though he's
never played one before...
Dirty Bertie – the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits – is back for another helping of comic chaos! Join Bertie as he samples life as a
swashbuckling pirate, cooks up a storm in the poshest restaurant in town, and teams up with Dad at the School Sports Day in an attempt to
beat Royston Rich!
Meet a truly funky, flares-clad fairy-tale heroine and a genuinely frightening villain in this hilarious re-working of a much-loved fairy tale. Poor
Rapunzel can only dream about the world outside because her Aunt Edna keeps her locked up in their tower-block home. The lifts don't work
and Aunt Edna is too lazy to take the stairs, so she uses Rapunzel's extraordinarily long hair to climb in and out of their tiny flat. Rapunzel's
life is confined within orange and brown flower-printed walls, with only her beloved records for solace. But then one day, a handsome
stranger climbs up her hair and a new adventure begins. Set in the glamorous seventies, this lively retelling is bursting with colourful period
detail. Other books in the series: Sleeping Beauty, Little Red and Cinderella.
Dirty Bertie - the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits - is back for another helping of comic chaos! With ever-increasing madcap
schemes and crazy capers, Bertie continues to delight his legions of fans who revel in his revolting ways. Join Bertie in Horror! as he sneaks
into a scary film, meets a bad-tempered guard dog on his paper round and ruins a priceless work of art on a school trip!
Dirty Bertie has his very own joke book, packed full of disgusting jokes that are guaranteed to have you laughing your socks off! Why do
apples on trees remind Bertie of bogeys?They're fresh, green and ready to pick! What wears a coat in the winter and pants all summer?A
dog! Why did the toilet paper roll down the hill?To get to the bottom!
Thirteen year-old Hattie Moore doesn't actually know who her dad is - but that's the least of her problems. Her unbelievably annoying older
brother is threatening to reveal to the world everything embarrassing that has ever happened to her. She has a mum who just doesn't get her
or why she might want to find out about her real dad and a gran who who may be texting rude jokes to just about everyone in the world ever.
Including dentists. Hattie's diary of this tumultuous year is an absolutely hilarious account of the ups and downs of teenage life.
A comprehensive look at the film that includes character pictures and scenes from the movie.
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Dirty Bertie - the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits - is back for another helping of comic chaos! More disgusting than ever
with crazier plans and increasingly madcap schemes, Bertie continues to delight his legions of fans who revel in his revolting ways.
Join Bertie in Rats! as he crosses paths with a cheeky rodent, takes part in a chaotic cross-country run and tries to get his dog
Whiffer to eat healthily - with disastrous results!
Dirty Bertie – the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits – is back for another helping of comic chaos! Join Bertie as he comes a
cropper in A&E, goes swimming withouth his trunks, and takes part in an inter-schools quiz against Poshley Primary!
Pirate Pete I'm a New Big Brother is a sound book describing the excitement and fun of having a new sibling and becoming a
brother. The simple text and colourful illustrations will help little boys understand what happens when a new baby joins the family
and how lovely it is to be a big brother. This book is part of Ladybird's successful Pirate Pete and Princess Polly series, and is the
perfect companion to Pirate Pete's Potty book.
Dirty Bertie – the boy with nosepickingly disgusting habits – has brought out his own Box of Books, with four mini board books in
their very own slipcase. Have fun with tricky puzzles, daft jokes, silly rhymes and Bertie's top 5 lists of stuff!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Ali Wong’s heartfelt and hilarious letters to her daughters (the two she put to work while they
were still in utero) cover everything they need to know in life, like the unpleasant details of dating, how to be a working mom in a
male-dominated profession, and how she trapped their dad. “Knife-sharp . . . a genuine pleasure.”—The New York Times NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Time • Variety • Chicago Tribune • Glamour • New York In her hit Netflix
comedy special Baby Cobra, an eight-month pregnant Ali Wong resonated so strongly that she even became a popular Halloween
costume. Wong told the world her remarkably unfiltered thoughts on marriage, sex, Asian culture, working women, and why you
never see new mom comics on stage but you sure see plenty of new dads. The sharp insights and humor are even more personal
in this completely original collection. She shares the wisdom she’s learned from a life in comedy and reveals stories from her life
off stage, including the brutal single life in New York (i.e. the inevitable confrontation with erectile dysfunction), reconnecting with
her roots (and drinking snake blood) in Vietnam, tales of being a wild child growing up in San Francisco, and parenting war stories.
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Though addressed to her daughters, Ali Wong’s letters are absurdly funny, surprisingly moving, and enlightening (and gross) for
all. Praise for Dear Girls “Fierce, feminist, and packed with funny anecdotes.”—Entertainment Weekly “[Wong] spins a volume
whose pages simultaneously shock and satisfy. . . . Dear Girls is not so much a real-talk handbook as it is a myth-puncturing
manifesto.”—Vogue “[A] refreshing, hilarious, and honest account of making a career in a male-dominated field, dating, being a
mom, growing up, and so much more…Yes, this book is addressed to Wong’s daughters, but every reader will find nuggets of
wisdom and inspiration and, most important, something to laugh at.”—Bustle
Dirty Bertie – the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits – in this bumper book of nine revolting stories from Burp!, Yuck! and
Bogeys! Join Bertie as he stages a rebellion in the school dinner hall, has a sickly time at the fairground, and tries to give up his
lifelong habit of picking his nose!
Bertie can be a bit smelly! When he trumps it makes his mum cross, embarrasses his dad, upsets his gran and offends his sister.
But they all have a secret, and Bertie knows it! This hilarious book with trumping noises will delight all children with its wonderfully
naughty noise!
Cinderella moves into the era of flapper girls and the Charleston in a new telling of this famous rags-to-riches tale. Blinded by love,
Cinderella’s father marries unwisely and brings home a heartless wife, and her bossy and wicked daughters, Elvira and
Ermintrude. They will stop at nothing to make life miserable for Cinderella. On the day of a grand ball at the Palace, the wicked
stepfamily get dressed in their finery to attend, leaving poor Cinders behind. However, Cinderella is visited by a kind fairy
godmother, with exquisite fashion sense. In her beautiful beaded dress and glass slippers, Cinderella catches Prince Roderick’s
heart, but then on the stroke of midnight has to desert him. Will true love find a way to bring them back together again? Other titles
in the series: Sleeping Beauty, Rapunzel and Little Red.

Dirty Bertie the boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits is back for another helping of comic chaos! Bertie has his very
own joke book, packed full of disgusting jokes that are guaranteed to have you laughing your socks off!
In these three tales Bertie turns a pink birthday party into a mess, faces and fails the challenge of being polite for an
entire day (fortunately), and mistakes his mother's flower arrangement for garbage.
Bertie is convinced that the grumpy school janitor is a vampire, but locking Mr. Grouch in a shed is probably not a good
idea--and that is only the first trouble that Bertie finds in this trio of stories.
A fantastically funny series from Alan MacDonald and David Roberts, creator of Dirty Bertie. Angela Nicely is already well
known to fans of Dirty Bertie after he struggled to escape her clutches in Kiss!, and now she has her very own series!
Angela is sure to delight young readers, with her larger-than-life personality and her desire to be the best! -- With
fantastic artwork by award-winning illustrator, David Roberts (Tyrannosaurus Drip, The Wind in the Willows, The Troll,
The Bolds), these deliciously funny stories are perfect for confident readers to enjoy by themselves, or for sharing with
your child.
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Max takes on knight school in the hilarious sequel to the bestselling illustrated
novel Max and the Midknights, from the author of the Big Nate series! "Fantastic! I loved it!" -Dav Pikley, New York Times
bestselling author of the Dog Man series "Max is epic fun!" -Jeff Kinney, New York Times bestselling author of the Diary
of a Wimpy Kid series Max didn't expect knight school to be so tough. Luckily, she has her best friends--the
Midknights--at her side. But when Byjovia is under attack, the Midknights will have to face beastly creatures, powerful
spells, and their greatest foe yet--themselves? Lincoln Peirce, author of the New York Times bestselling Max & the
Midknights, brings more laughs, more adventures, and more silliness to Battle of the Bodkins, book two in the Max & the
Midknights series.
The entertaining biography of Edward VII and his playboy lifestyle, by Stephen Clarke, author of 1000 Years of Annoying
the French and A Year in the Merde. Despite fierce opposition from his mother, Queen Victoria, Edward VII was always
passionately in love with France. He had affairs with the most famous Parisian actresses, courtesans and can-can
dancers. He spoke French more elegantly than English. He was the first ever guest to climb the Eiffel Tower with
Gustave Eiffel, in defiance of an official English ban on his visit. He turned his French seduction skills into the diplomatic
prowess that sealed the Entente Cordiale. A quintessentially English king? Pas du tout! Stephen Clarke argues that as
'Dirty Bertie', Edward learned all the essentials in life from the French.
This novel contains three wickedly funny stories featuring the world's grubbiest trouble magnet. Dirty Bertie is a boy with
nose-pickingly DISGUSTING HABITS! He's full to bursting with madcap plans and crazy ideas, and if it's TROUBLE
you're after, look no further-Bertie's sure to be up to his neck in it!
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